1...VANDALISM  LOT 18  062512
Officer flagged down on a report of two vehicles vandalized. Officer initiated a vandalism report.

2...DUI ARREST  PACIFIC AVE  062512
Officer conducted a vehicle stop and determined the driver was DUI. CHP requested and arrested the driver who was transported to the county jail.

3...UNIVERSITY REG  DE ROSA CENTER  062612
Officer responded to the Lair to assist with a subjects not responding to requests. Officers contacted two subjects who were interviewed and referred for judicial review.

4...NOISE COMPLAINT  DAVE BRUBECK  062712
Officers responded to a noise complaint. Residents advised to go inside and keep the noise down.

5...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  MC CAFFERY  062712
Officer checked on subjects running thru the area. Officer reported subjects in possession of property which was returned. No damage to the property.

6...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT  LOT 9  062712
Officers responded to a report of suspicious occupants of two vehicles in the parking lot. Officers responded and subjects were contacted and interviewed.

7...CIVIL INCIDENT  LOT 33  062712
Caller reported hitting a parked vehicle with a shopping cart. Officer responded and reported the caller left information on the victim’s vehicle.

8...AIDED STOCKTON PD  ALPINE AVE  062812
SPD aired a report of a man down in the area. Officer located the subject. SPD responded and arrested the driver for public intoxication.

9...AIDED STOCKTON PD  PERSHING AVE  062812
SPD aired a report of a man down near the Calaveras Levee. Officer located the subject who was sleeping and now on his way.
10...TRAFFIC CRIMINAL BROOKSIDE RD 062812
Officer responded to a report of a hit and run accident. Officers located the driver and advised SPD was on scene initiating report.

11...AIDED STOCKTON PD PERSHING AVE 062912
Officer responded to assist with traffic control due to a vehicle accident involving a pedestrian. Pedestrian was transported via ambulance to a local hospital.

12...TRESPASSING ARREST HEALTH SCEINCES 062912
Officer responded to a report of a suspicious male. Subject was arrested for trespassing and an outstanding warrant.

13...NOISE COMPLAINT PACIFIC AVE 062912
Officers responded to a noise complaint and warned the residents.

14...NOISE COMPLAINT STADIUM DR 063012
Officers responded to a noise complaint of subjects playing basketball. Officers located the subjects who were contacted and warned.

15...SUSPICIOUS PERSON PACIFIC AVE 063012
Staff reported a suspicious male in the roadway trying to stop vehicles. Officer located the subject who was interviewed and transported off campus.

16...FIELD CHECKOUT CCI 063012
Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was interviewed and revoked from campus.